SEBA Atlanta College Showcase Top Performers Recap
Atlanta, Ga – The 2015 Southeast Basketball Academy (SEBA) Atlanta College Showcase took place
this past weekend on the campus of Oglethorpe University. For the past ten years, this event has
successfully brought together available prospects from throughout the South and provided them with an
opportunity to demonstrate their abilities to College Coaches.The event has served as bridge between
players and coaches and has resulted in scholarships and playing opportunities for hundreds of players
over the years.
This year’s edition of the SEBA College Showcase was no different, as 180 prospects representing all
parts of Georgia as well as nine other states were eager to compete and display their talent to the large
collection of college coaches in attendance.
The Camp roster was very deep and contained a mixture of Unsigned and Available 2015 Senior
Prospects, Post Grads/Prep Players, as well as rising Class of 2016 and 2017 talent.
Here is Part I in a series of reports profiling some of the Top Performers from the Event:

Joshua Juddine

Joshua Juddine (6’3, SG, Gasden City, AL; 2015)
Athletic scoring guard with the ability to light up the scoreboard. Has the quickness and athleticism to
score off penetration, in the midrange, from three point range. Plays with nice combination of
aggressiveness and confidence. Creates shot well off the bounce into pull up jump shots. Named AllArea and All-Region as a Senior while also setting a school record for three pointers made in a
season.

Josh McGrath

Josh McGrath (6’ 6, Forward, Walton; 2015)
Josh was a player of interest for several college programs in attendance, as he demonstrated a nice
offensive skill set at the forward position. He showed good foot work while scoring in low post as well as
consistently knock down the mid range face-up jumper. He showed good aggressiveness in taking the
ball to the rim; moves well without ball. Active on the defensive boards. Was an All-Region selection
in very competitive Region 5-AAAAAA. Has scored a 24 on ACT.

Marcus Harris

Marcus Harris (6’ 8, Forward, Santa Monica, CA; Post Grad)
One of the top forward prospects in the camp. The transport from California has a combination of length,
athleticism, and skill that impressed many of the coaches in attendance. Showed soft shooting touch
during first scrimmage game where he repeatedly knocked down midrange jumpers. Very active on the
glass and plays with hustle.

Tymeer Pierce

Tymeer Pierce (6’ 3, CG, Stone Mountain; 2015)
Wiry and long guard was one of the camp’s top all-around talents. He showed a variety of scoring
prowess, slashing through defenders while scoring at rim or two dribble pull-up jumper from the outside.
Has good court vision and sets up teammates well. Has good instincts on defense. Impressive performer
with good upside potential.

Cedric Council

Cedric Council (6’8, Forward, North Cobb; 2015)
Very Long and wiry forward with excellent potential; Cedric is coming off of a breakout season at North
st
Cobb where he was named 1 Team All Region in 6-AAAAAA and averaged just shy of a double-double
in points and rebounds. He was in a good flow on the offensive end; scoring on the lower block and
crashing the offensive boards for opportunities. Has the ability to finish strong with power dunks in traffic.
Cedric’s biggest strength may be on the defensive end, where he is a strong protector of the rim and
constant shot blocking threat.

Malik King

Malik King (6’4, CG, Windsor Forest; 2015)
Scoring Guard with good size; has deceptively quick first step that allows him to drive paint and create for
himself and others. Has good strength and finishes well around the rim. Good rebounding ability from the
st
guard spot. Hard worker in skill stations and coachable attitude. Was named 1 Team All-Region 3-AAAA
this past season.

Philip Venson

Philip Venson (6’ 0, SG, McIntosh; 2015)
Active guard who plays with great energy. Attacks the rim fearlessly and finishes well through contact.
Demonstrated a smooth three point stroke beyond the arc. Impact player on the defensive end of floor
who is willing and able to guard ball handlers full court.

Travis Thompson

Travis Thompson (6’ 5, Wing/Forward, Carver; 2015)
Athletic and energetic wing who plays with a great motor; he is a player who can contribute to his team in
a variety of ways on both ends of the floor. Whether running the break and finishing in traffic, crashing
the boards for rebounds, or deflecting passes on the defensive end….versatile is the best way to describe
his game.

Dominique Smith

Dominique Smith (6’ 1, PG, Henry Clay, KY; Post Grad)

Floor general who impressed with playmaking ability throughout the day. On offensive, he was a catalyst
for his team, knocking down jumpers, scoring at rim, and delivering pin-point assists to teammates for
easy buckets. Has excellent speed and quickness. Played strong on-ball defense, harassing opposing
ball handlers into turnovers. Is the type of on-court leader you like to see in a point guard.

Larry Williams

Larry Williams (6’ 3, Wing, Woodland; 2015)
Athletic and explosive leaper; he excels in transition and plays above the rim. Had a stretch during one
camp game where he soared for a dunk in transition, hustled back on defense to force turnover, and then
ran the floor again to finish with another emphatic dunk. Has versatility to guard on the perimeter or lock
down forwards on the inside.

Kinsey Burgess

Kinsey Burgess (6’ 5, Wing/Forward, South Paulding; 2015)

Emerging forward with good athleticism and potential; plays above the rim and had several impressive
dunks during the camp. Is very active on the offensive boards and picked up quite a few put backs and
tips. Runs the floor well on fast break. Has improved consistency on mid-range jumper and has good
touch in the paint. Is a young senior and will benefit from continued development and experience.

Deontae McClanahan

Deontae McClanahan (6’ 3; SG, Woodland; 2015)
Athletic guard who is fun to watch. Scored in bunches throughout the day. Is at his best when slashing to
the basket; gets to the rim and knows how to finish. Has good body control and balance when attacking
paint. Has a solid outside jumper to compliment his driving abilities. Sees the floor well and delivered
several nice assists for easy scores. Thrives in the open court and had a couple of crowd pleasing dunks
in transition. Two time All-Region selection and one of the top players in talent rich South Metro
Area.

Dante Richitelli

Dante Richitelli (6’ 1, CG, Etowah; 2015)
Fundamentally sound and battle tested guard. Has nice pull up jumper; gets good separation from
defender and can create space. Knock down three-point shooter. Is a player who contributes many
intangibles that might not show up in boxscore but help his team win. Plays with good energy and has
above average athleticism. Good student in classroom.

Terry James III

Terry James III (6’ 5, Wing, Dutchtown; 2015)
Athletic wing who made positive impact for his team in a variety of ways. Runs the lane well on fast break
and scores in transition. Good scorer around the rim. Versatile defender who showed willingness to box
out, provide strong help defense, and rebound the basketball.

Joshua Brooks

Joshua Brooks (6’ 1, PG, Tri-Cities; 2015)
Joshua unfortunately turned his ankle during the morning part of camp, so he was limited to just the
morning skill stations and first camp game. Still Joshua demonstrated enough skill and potential to be
counted among the top lead guards in the camp. A two-time All-Region selection, he has a nice
combination of athleticism, skill, and basketball IQ. He plays with good poise and is equally proficient at
scoring and distributing. Knockdown three point shooter. Has all the tools to be an excellent lead guard at
the next level.
Jackson Lenyear (6’ 0, PG, Berkmar; 2015)
Quick sparkplug guard who can score and distribute. Creates scoring opportunities off the dribble for
himself and teammates. Has nice mid-range pull up jumper in addition to a quick release spot -up three
pointer. Uses quickness to get in paint and then dish to teammates for easy buckets. Plays with good
toughness.
Sascha Kappos (6’ 9, Forward, Miami Country Day; 2015)
Long and wiry forward with solid footwork and shooting ability. Has three point range and showed ability
to knock down three pointer consistently. Is pretty active around the rim and showed good knack for being
around the ball on putbacks and tips. Blocked numerous shots while providing help defense. Will need to
add some weight and continue to develop upper body strength for the next level, however, with that said
he is a player with significant potential. Excellent student with 3.5 gpa and 24 ACT score.
Isaiah Moody (6’ 0, PG, Poinciana, FL; 2015)
Talented guard out of the Orlando area who impressed with dual ability to score and distribute. Has good
ball handling skills and excellent athleticism. Outstanding leaper for his size; gets off ground quickly and
can finish above the rim. Good on ball defender and plays passing lanes well. Is the younger brother of
Ole Miss stand out Stefan Moody.
Jarett Jenkins (6’ 3, Wing, Chapel Hill; 2015)
Wing guard with good length who showed a well-rounded offensive skill set. Consistently knocked down
mid range and three point jumpers throughout the day. Played good on ball defense. Had one of the
camp’s top highlight dunks on fast break with an impressive flush over jumping defender.

Octavious Gage
Octavious Gage (6’ 4, Wing, Norcross; 2015)
Athletic, albeit raw wing with good upside; crashed the boards well hard and was very effective scorer
inside fifteen feet. Finishes well around rim. Has excellent length and used it to his advantage on
defensive side of ball to block and alter numerous shot attempts. Has a developing perimeter skill set;
however with continued work, the potential is there for him to be a very nice wing player at the college
level.

Andre Banton (6’ 1, PG, Luella; 2015)
Impressive combo guard who can flat out shoot the basketball. Knocked down a high percentage of deep
three pointers while spotting up; but also showed capability to create his own shot off the dribble. Plays
with good court awareness and within himself. Looked very comfortable leading his team from the point
st
guard position. Had a strong senior year where he averaged 22 ppg and was named 1 Team All-Region,
and honorable mention All-State in Georgia’s Class AAAAA.
Shaquille Booker (5’ 9, PG, Morrow; 2015)
Spark plug lead guard with excellent ball handling ability; Shaquille kept opposing defenses off balance
with ability to penetrate and provide easy scoring opportunities for his teammates. Was one of the camps
best distributors; he consistently was able to draw defense and kick to wide open teammates. Also
showed ability to score on his own, where he was effective from all three scoring zones. Aggressive on
ball defender. Selected as First Team All-Region selection in 4-AAAAA.

Darius Norris

Darius Norris (6’ 2, CG, Luella; 2015) - Guard who impressed with production and potential throughout
the camp. He is a knock-down spot up shooter from three-point line. Can handle the ball and is physically
strong for his position. Smart player with good decision making ability. Sees the floor well and distributes
ball to teammates in scoring position.
Xavier Johnson (6’ 4, Wing, South Gwinnett; 2016) - Strong, tough, and explosive forward who finishes
very well around the rim. Threw down several impressive power dunks in 5 on 5 games. Is a very good
offensive rebounder who provides second chance opportunities for his team. Demonstrated an effective
mid-range jumper.
Tom Inungu (6’ 8, Forward, International Student, France; Prep) - Long and athletic forward with raw
talent. Shows spurts of being a very good player. Has good agility for size and takes the ball to the rim
well. Has solid mid-range jumper. Runs the floor very well for a big man. Protects the rim on defense and
had several nice blocked shots when providing help. Will complete English language immersion program
in May and will have 4 years of college eligibility available.
Jordan Pulliam (6’2, PG, Chestatee; 2015) - Very solid guard on both ends of the floor; Showed ability to
score from the outside and off penetration. Has nice passing skills and high basketball IQ; moves without
ball. Good rebounder from the guard spot; Plays with intensity and hustle.
Demarcus Addie (6’2, Guard, Manchester; 2016) - Highly athletic player who uses his speed and
leaping ability to make strong impact on both ends of the floor. Is very good in transition, both leading the
nd
fast break or running lane. Very strong on ball defender. Named 2 team All-State in Georgia’s Class AA
as a Junior. Bright future.
Stefan Kitchen (6’ 4, SG, Grace Christian, FL; 2015)- Long and lean guard with well rounded skill set;
showed ability to score, distribute, and defend. Uses change of pace moves well to get in the paint and

uses his body well to shield himself from defenders at the rim. Has Scorers mentality and put up a lot of
points on the day.
Devin Huffman (6’ 2, CG, Norcross; 2015) – Strong lead guard with good size; plays with intelligence
and poise. One of the camp’s top passers; has very good court vision and looks to set up teammates for
scoring opportunities.
Jamarcus Brown (6’ 3, Wing, Callaway; 2016) – Athletic slasher who plays with a good motor; attacks
the basket hard. Good defender on ball and in passing lanes. Shows willingness to make hustle plays
and get on the floor for loose balls.
DeSean Ware (5’ 11, PG, Pepperell; 2015) - Aggressive playmaking Lead guard who can score and
distribute. Gets into the paint on drives and has can finish over bigger players. Good decision maker and
st
gets teammates involved. Named 1 Team All-Region in 5-AAA this past year.
Seth Culpepper (5’11, Guard, Gordon Central; 2016) – Fundamentally sound guard with nice
shooting stroke; knocked down the three ball consistently throughout camp. Plays with high basketball IQ
and moves well without the ball.
Paul Miller (6’ 2, CG, Mt. Zion; 2015) – Scoring guard who creates well off the dribble; has a nice pull
up jumper where he gets good spacing from defender. Can pt the ball on the floor and score off
penetration to keep defense honest; Is a tough physical on-ball defender. Averaged over 20 ppg this past
season for Mt. Zion team that won 24 games. Is a two time All-Region Selection.
Will Chambliss (5’ 11, SG, Vidalia; 2016) – Versatile guard who made a positive impression; showed
good spot up shooting ability by knocking down numerous three point shots off the pass. Also showed
the ability to put the ball on the floor and create for himself and teammates. Key player in Vidalia’s back
to back appearances in State Final Four.
Tommy Jones III (6’ 3, Wing, Arabia Mountain; 2015) – Slasher who scored the ball well; plays above
the rim and had several impressive dunks. Runs the floor well and finishes strong in transition.
Roderick Melton (6’1, PG, Northview, AL; 2016) - Athletic play maker with quickness who impressed
coaches with passing ability. Good penetrator who gets in lane and creates offense for teammates. One
of the top assist leaders in camp.
Evan Gillis (6’ 6, Forward, AC Reynolds, NC; 2015) - Stretch Forward with inside-out game;
rebounded the ball well and solid interior defender.
Jervon Walker (6’ 5, Wing/Forward, Laney; 2015) - Long and active prospect with good athleticism;
showed the ability to score in the low post and on the wing. Runs the floor well on the fast break and
knows how to finish above the rim. Versatile defender capable of guarding multiple positions.
Desmond Davis (5’ 9, PG, Grayson; 2015) – Quick and compact guard with good strength. Did a fine
job of penetrating defense and setting up teammates. Good on-court leader; sees floor well. Creates
good separation on his dribble moves; nice step back jump shot.

Ernest Patillo IV (6’ 2, Wing, Calloway; 2016) – Physically strong and athletic wing who fearlessly
attacks the rim; Positions body well and uses strength to score in paint over taller players; Excellent
rebounder from the wing position. Plays with good energy.
CJ Baisden (6’3, SG, South Paulding; 2015) – Bigger guard with strong build; shows good leadership
on the floor and controls tempo of game. Can score in all three zones. Excellent rebounder and solid allaround defender. Has good court vision.

2015 SEBA Atlanta College Showcase "East" All-Star Team

The 2015 Southeast Basketball Academy (SEBA) Atlanta College Showcase was held March 28 on the
campus of Oglethorpe University. This 10th Annual SEBA Event featured 180 players from throughout
Georgia and the entire South. The Camp was packed with College Coaches looking to evaluate and
recruit players for their programs.
Here is the 4th and final report highlighting the camp's top prospects
Lennox Jones Jr. (6’ 3, SG, George Ranch, TX; 2015) – Well rounded guard prospect from the Lone
Star State made his trip to Atlanta worthwhile with a good showing on both ends of the floor. Plays with
excellent energy that is contagious to his teammates. Was very effective slashing to the rim and knocking
down outside jumper. Very Active on defensive end where he picked up numerous steals and forced
turnovers. Excellent student in classroom with “A” average and 24 ACT score.
Brosnan Cooks (6’ 3, Forward, Elba, AL; 2016) – Talented inside-out forward with athleticism; plays
with good energy on both ends of the floor. Crashes the boards hard and creates many second chance
opportunities for his team. Averaged a double-double for Elba High and was named Class 2A All-State as
a Junior.

Brandon Powell (6’ 1, SG, Harrison; 2015) – Power scoring guard who attacks the rim with
aggression. Uses strong frame to finish at the rim and in paint. Has nice pull-up jumper from mid-range
and beynd the arc. Averaged 18 ppg on his way to All-Region honors as a senior.
Michael Hanson (6’ 0, SG, Tri-Cities; 2015) –Knockdown three point shooter with deep range. Has the
ability to get very hot from beyond the arc. Works well within the flow of the offense.
Austin York (6’ 5, Forward, Harrison; 2016) – Strong Forward that is effective on both lower block and
facing the basket. Has good footwork and uses strong frame to gain position on defender. Has ability to
knock down the three point shot. Good rebounder. Excellent academic student in classroom and will be a
prospect that catches the attention of Elite academic programs.
Michael Olmert (5’ 11, PG, Campbell; 2016) – Impressive young point guard with excellent playmaking
ability. Uses quickness to slice through defense and create scoring opportunities for himself and for
teammates. Finishes very well around the rim and in traffic. Named All-Region in 3-AAAAAA as a Junior.
Desmond Webb (6’ 3, SG, Carrollton; 2016) – Smooth guard with scorers mentality; versatile skill set
allows him to score at the rim, mid-range, and from three point land. Is strong on the drive and uses body
to power through contact. Played key role on Carrollton team that advanced to State Championship
Game in Class AAAA as a Junior.
Josh McKeever (5’ 10, PG, South Gwinnett; 2015) - Quick and athletic lead guard with pass first
mentality; good set-up man and playmaker. Strong on-ball defender.
Ari Zorns (5’ 9, PG, Mt. Zion; 2015) – Sparkplug playmaker with exceptional quickness. Handles the ball
well; effective leading team in half court and on the fast break. Has nice floater in lane over taller players.
st
Had strong senior season averaging 19 ppg and 6 assists on way to 1 Team All-Region honors.
Aaron Reddick (6’ 7, Forward, New Manchester; 2016) – Developing big man who made his presence
known in the post; is active and possesses above average athleticism. Was effective with back to the
basket and showed nice touch on turn around jumper. Block or altered numerous shot attempts on
defensive end. Good upside potential.
Joshua Faulkner (5’ 11, PG, Berkmar; 2016) - Emerging lead guard with excellent athleticism. Has
explosive first step and is very effective on dribble drive. Handles the ball well. Has all the physical tools
to be a fine lead guard at the next level. Very coachable.
Jordan Daniels (6’ 0, PG, Altamont, AL; 2015) – Skilled and heady lead guard showed the ability to
create off the dribble and knock down the jumper. Has good court vision and did a fine job distributing to
teammates for easy buckets. Named All-State while leading Altamont to Alabama’s Class AA Elite 8.

2015 SEBA Atlanta College Showcase "West" All-Star Team

Honorable Mention Players
(listed in no particular order)
Class of 2015 – Efe Balfour (6’ 4, Wing, Chapel Hill); Riakeye Karr (6’ 1, SG, Stephenson); Stephen
Dunn (6’ 1, CG, Lithonia); Dallas Jackson (6’ 2, Wing, South Gwinnett) Kyle Parker (6’ 4, Wing; New
Manchester); Anthony Gomes (6’ 1, PG, Poinciana, FL); Travis Lee (5’ 10, PG, River Ridge); Miles
Rance (6’ 4, SG, Mt. Vernon); Elijah Lipscomb (6’ 3, SG, East Hall); Shamar Griffin (5’ 11, PG, Furtah
Prep); Jathan Oliver (6’ 6, Forward, Mt. Zion); Maurice Thompson (6’ 7, Forward, Lake Region,
FL); Scotty Jones (6’ 1, CG, Harrison); James Bonner (5’ 11, SG, Eagles Landing); Caleb Walker (6’
0, SG, Woodland); KaJuan Jones (5’ 7, PG, DeBartolo, FL);Nick Palmer (5’ 10, PG, Pinecrest
Academy); Jamon Moore (6’ 2, PG, Worth County);Justin Goldfeder (5’ 11, PG, Bucholz, FL); Chris
Bennett (5’ 10, PG, South Gwinnett);Jeremy Wright (6’ 5, SG, Home School); Aaron Udell (6’ 0, CG,
South Gwinnett); Dante Mitchell (6’ 4, Forward, Brandon, FL); JT Thompson (6’ 5, Wing,
Etowah);Trevante Sanders (6’ 3, Wing, Jeff Davis); Ben Drake (6’ 7, Forward, Harrison); Roland
Seim (5’ 10, PG, Galloway); William Wimby (6’ 2, CG, Woodward Academy); Malcolm Vaught (5’ 11,
CG, West Bladen, NC); Deionte Davis (6’ 4, Wing, Norcross)
Classes of 2016 & 2017 – Leroy Jones (5’ 10, PG, berkmar, 2016); Chase Shook (6’ 8, Forward, Union
County, 2016); Joe Stone (6’ 2, Wing, Riverview; 2016); Luke Baham(6’ 3, CG, Calvary Day,
2016); Demetrius Page (5’ 11, PG, Kell, 2017); Joshua Jones(5’ 10, Guard, Grady, 2016); Mitchell
Hollis (5’ 11, PG, Pope; 2016); Zachaeus Mosley(6’ 3, Wing, Callaway, 2016); Colton Collins (6’ 3,
SG, North Atlanta Christian, 2016);Phoenix Roberts (5’ 10, PG, Franklin County, 2016); Jovante
Lee (6’ 1, SG, Northview, AL, 2016); D’jimon Wilson (6’ 1, SG, Sprayberry; 2016); Rashad Austin (6’ 7,
Forward, Tampa Bay Tech; 2016)
Post Grads/Transfers – Brian Woods II (6’2, Guard, Avail Transfer); Jabari Barr (6’ 5, Wing, Avail
transfer); Erik Shaw (6’ 1, CG; Avail transfer); DeAndre Bradford (6’ 6, Wing, Post Grad); Devonta
Smith (5’ 11, CG, West Bladen, NC; Post Grad); Xavier Moss (5’ 9, PG, Post Grad); Chris
Cannady (5’9, Guard, Post Grad)
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